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THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   Includes: The Smile by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: trade paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   Includes: The Smile by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: trade paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Miller Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   Includes: The Veldt by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: trade paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   Includes: The Illustrated Man by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: hardback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Notes: mass market paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

   Notes: mass market paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

   Notes: mass market paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY AND SF HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL
Includes: *To the Chicago Abyss* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller Deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The Watchful Poker Chip* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, 3 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Miller gift; 1 copy, Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *Zen and the Art of Writing* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The October Game* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback; 3-in-one novel with two short stories from Alfred Hitchcock Presents (Bradbury and Connell)
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
  - **Includes**: *The Smiling People* by Ray Bradbury
  - **Notes**: mass market paperback
  - **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
  - **Includes**: *All Summer in a Day* and *There Will Come Soft Rains* by Ray Bradbury
  - **Notes**: trade paperback
  - **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit

  - **Notes**: mass market paperback
  - **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

  - **Notes**: hardback
  - **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

  - **Notes**: mass market paperback
  - **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

  - **Includes**: *Good-by, Grandma* by Ray Bradbury
  - **Notes**: hardback
  - **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit

  - **Includes**: *The Drummer Boy of Shiloh* by Ray Bradbury
  - **Notes**: hardback
  - **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Albright Gift

  - **Includes**: *Fever Dream* by Ray Bradbury
  - **Notes**: hardback
  - **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit

  - **Includes**: *Tomorrow and Tomorrow* by Ray Bradbury
  - **Notes**: mass market paperback
  - **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit

  - **Notes**: trade paperback
  - **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit
**Notes:** mass market paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

**Notes:** mass market paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTATED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

**Includes:** *Kaleidoscope* by Ray Bradbury
**Notes:** trade paperback, 2 identical copies
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Miller Gift

**Notes:** mass market paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**Notes:** This original hardback combines all stories from books 1, 2, and 3.
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**Notes:** mass market paperback, The original hardback combines all stories from books 1, 2, and 3.
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** mass market paperback, The original hardback combines all stories from books 1, 2, and 3.
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** mass market paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** hardback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**Notes:** hardback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**Notes:** mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback; Publishing note: “This book was previously published as two separate works entitled: Isaac Asimov Presents the Great SF Stories 5 (1943); Isaac Asimov Presents the Great SF Stories 6 (1944)”
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Lorelei of the Red Mist by Ray Bradbury and Leigh Brackett and The Million Year Picnic by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback; Publishing note: “This book was previously published as two separate works entitled: Isaac Asimov Presents the Great SF Stories 7 (1945); Isaac Asimov Presents the Great SF Stories 8 (1946)”
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY:
Includes: All Summer in a Day by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback; Children’s Book
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback, originally published in 1981
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback, printed in Canada  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *Tyrannosaurus Rex* and *The One Who Waits* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** trade paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Notes:** hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *Fever Dream* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** trade paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *Hail and Farewell* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** mass market paperback; “Nelson Mini-Athologies”  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Albright Gift


**Notes:** trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *The End of the Beginning* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback, illustrated

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback, illustrated, 2 identical copies

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** both copies, Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *Cassandra on a Bicycle* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** Hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Albright Gift


**Notes:** hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *The Troll* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *The Troll* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

---


---


---


---


---


---


---


---

Notes: mass market paperback, “This edition of Imagination Unlimited contains 7 of the 13 stories that appeared in the hard-bound edition.” 2 identical copies

Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Toupance deposit


Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit


Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit


Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY


Includes: Fee Fie Foe Fum by Ray Bradbury

Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY


Includes: Fee Fie Foe Fum by Ray Bradbury

Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift


Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit


Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit


Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY


Includes: The Golden Kite, the Silver Wind by Ray Bradbury

Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY


Includes: All Summer in a Day by Ray Bradbury

Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   
   **Includes:** *All Summer in a Day* by Ray Bradbury

   **Notes:** mass market paperback

   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY:**

   
   **Includes:** *Icarus Montgolfier Wright* by Ray Bradbury

   **Notes:** hardback; 2 copies

   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Miller gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY:**

   
   **Notes:** hardback

   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   
   **Notes:** hardback

   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   
   **Notes:** mass market paperback

   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

   
   **Includes:** *Pillar of Fire* by Ray Bradbury

   **Notes:** hardback

   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   
   **Notes:** hardback

   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *Icarus Montgolfier Wright* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback, German edition
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Miller Gift

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

529 pp.
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

572 pp.
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

527 pp.
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

559 pp.
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Crowd* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

182 pp. LCCN: 63-9626
Includes: *The Man* by Ray Bradbury
Notes:
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *Lorelei of the Red Mist* by Leigh Brackett and Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *Homecoming* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit


Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit


Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit


Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit


Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit


Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit


Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit


Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit


Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit


Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit


Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Memento Mori by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Dark They Were, and Golden-Eyed by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Dark They Were, and Golden-Eyed by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback, 2 identical copies

Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Toupance deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies

Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Toupance deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Kaposta gift

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
   Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: both copies, Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   Includes: *Gotcha!* by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
   Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   Includes: *There Will Come Soft Rains* by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   Includes: *In-Between* [POEM] and *Heavy Set* and *My Favorite Halloween Memory* by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
   Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
   Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit


**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit


**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *The Fog Horn* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes**: hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit


**Notes**: 2 identical copies (1 with DJ)

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: 1 copy, with DJ Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *Forever and the Earth* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes**: hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *Forever and the Earth* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes**: mass market paperback; 2 identical copies

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Miller gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *Forever and the Earth* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Miller gift


**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit


**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback, same typesetting, new cover
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *Kaleidoscope* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Touponce deposit; 1 copy, Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *Kaleidoscope* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, same typesetting, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Touponce deposit; 1 copy, Miller gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *Asleep in Armageddon* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *Kaleidoscope* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Miller gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *Kaleidoscope* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback; 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Miller gift; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *Punishment Without Crime* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Miller gift  
Notes: mass market paperback, “The Berkley Medallion Edition of Science Fiction Adventures in Mutation contains fourteen of the stories that appeared in the hardbound edition.”
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  
Notes: mass market paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  
Notes: mass market paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit; Touponce deposit  
Notes: mass market paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit  
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY  
Includes: *Come into My Cellar* by Ray Bradbury  
Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy; Touponce deposit  
Notes: mass market paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY  
Includes: *Kaleidoscope* by Ray Bradbury  
Notes: hardback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit  
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY  
Includes: *The Tombling Day* by Ray Bradbury  
Notes: mass market paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit  
Notes: mass market paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  
Notes: mass market paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit
**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit
**Notes**: hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit
**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
**Includes**: *The Fruit at the Bottom of the Bowl* by Ray Bradbury (paired with Poe’s *The Tell-Tale Heart*), also includes *A Sound of Thunder* by Ray Bradbury (paired with Wells’ *The Man Who Could Work Miracles*)
**Notes**: hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
**Includes**: *Quicker than the Eye* by Ray Bradbury
**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit
**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit
**Notes**: hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
**Includes**: *The Scythe* by Ray Bradbury
**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
**Includes**: *The Fire Balloons* by Ray Bradbury
**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
Includes: *There Will Come Soft Rains* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *There Will Come Soft Rains* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS
Includes: Introduction by Ray Bradbury (2005)
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright gift

Notes: hardback; 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponse deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The Love Affair* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The Dwarf* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback; 2 copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Touponse deposit; 1 copy, Barrett gift

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY:
Includes: *Homecoming* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit
  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** trade paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** trade paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

  **Notes:** trade paperback
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *Unterseeboot Doktor* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit


**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *Driving Blind* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit


**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit


**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit


**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit


**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit


**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupence deposit


**Notes**: hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback, “This edition of *The Other Side of the Moon* contains 10 of the 20 stories that appeared in the hard-bound edition.”
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *Pillar of Fire* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Playground* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: hardback; illustrated by Lee Brown Coye
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Million Year Picnic* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, “This edition of *Strange Ports of Call* contains 10 of the 20 stories that appeared in the hard-bound edition.”
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Million Year Picnic* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupence deposit

Notes: mass market paperback – Omits *The White Pinnacle* and Adds *The Blight*, 2nd US typesetting
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Lake* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: mass market paperback, “This edition of Worlds of Tomorrow contains 10 of the 19 stories that appeared in the hard-bound edition.”
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback; 2 identical copies

Deposit/Gift Provenance: both copies, Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback, “The stories included in Six From Worlds Beyond were originally published by Frederick Fell, Inc. in The Best Science Fiction Stories and Novels of 1956…”

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Dwarf* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright gift
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback; 2 identical copies

Deposit/Gift Provenance: both copies, Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
**Notes:** hardback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** hardback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** trade paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** trade paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** trade paperback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** hardback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** hardback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** smaller hardback edition
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** larger hardback edition
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** hardback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Notes:** hardback
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *Gotcha!* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback; 3 copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit; 1 copy, Barrett gift

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Fog Horn* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Miller gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Invisible Boy* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback; originally published as *The Trick of the Tale* by Viking, 1991
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Beast from 20,000 Fathoms* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Miller gift

**Notes:** mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *Christ, Old Student in a New School* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *Christ, Old Student in a New School* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit


**Notes:** hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback, “Originally published as Saving Worlds”

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *Doodad* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit


**Notes:** Illustrated by H. G. Nicholas

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Scott Philotoff gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *The Dead Man* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY AND INTRODUCTIONS**


**Includes:** *Revivere Rex* [POEM] and Introduction by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupence deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Memento Mori by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Toupence deposit; 1 copy, Miller Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS
Includes: Introduction by Ray Bradbury; A Sound of Thunder by RB; There Will Come Soft Rains by RB
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Arthur W. Burks Collection (Max H. Fisch Library, IAT)

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Includes: To the Chicago Abyss by Ray Bradbury; Ray Bradbury by William F. Nolan; Bradbury Bibliography by William F. Nolan
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
- Includes: *Another Fine Mess* by Ray Bradbury
- Notes: trade paperback, 2 copies
- Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Toupance deposit

- Includes: *A Final Sceptre, A Lasting Crown* by Ray Bradbury
- Notes: mass market paperback; introduction by Isaac Asimov
- Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

- Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
- Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Toupance deposit

- Includes: *I Sing the Body Electric* by Ray Bradbury
- Notes: mass market paperback
- Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

- Includes: *February 1999: Ylla* by Ray Bradbury
- Notes: hardback
- Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

- Includes: *I See You Never* by Ray Bradbury
- Notes: hardback
- Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

- Includes: *The Other Foot* by Ray Bradbury
- Notes: hardback
- Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

- Includes: *The Other Foot* by Ray Bradbury
- Notes: hardback
- Deposit/Gift Provenance: Barrett Deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Center for Ray Bradbury Studies - http://iat.iupui.edu/bradburycenter/

- **Includes**: *The Naming of Names* by Ray Bradbury
- **Notes**: mass market paperback, no Table of Contents nor Index, 2 identical copies
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

- **Includes**: *The Drummer Boy of Shiloh* by Ray Bradbury
- **Notes**: trade paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Albright Gift

- **Notes**: trade paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

- **Notes**: trade paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

- **Notes**: trade paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

- **Notes**: mass market paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

- **Notes**: hardback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

- **Notes**: mass market paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

- **Notes**: mass market paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

- **Notes**: mass market paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

- **Notes**: hardback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

- **Notes**: mass market paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

- **Notes**: hardback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit
   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

   **Includes:** *I See You Never* by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

   **Includes:** *Wake for the Living* by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce Deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

   **Includes:** *The Foghorn* by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** trade paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Albright gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

   **Includes:** *All Holidays, Be Dead* [POEM] by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** trade paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Albright gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

   **Includes:** *Corpse Carnival* by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   **Includes:** *Banshee* by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   **Includes:** *I, Rocket* by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   **Includes:** *Chrysalis* by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   **Includes:** *The Fog Horn* by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** hardback; Large Print Edition
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   **Includes:** *And So Died Riabouchinska* by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit

   **Notes:** trade paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
Includes: *The Burning Man* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Includes: *The Million-Year Picnic* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: trade paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: both copies, Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: trade paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: both copies, Touponce deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Includes: *It Came from Outer Space* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Toupance deposit

Includes: *The Sea Shell* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Includes: *The Piper* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Includes: *The Beast from 20,000 Fathoms* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Includes: *The Coffin* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Includes: *The Candy Skull* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback; dedicated to Ray Bradbury (“Mr Hallowe’en”)
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

Includes: Foreword and A Wild Night in Galway by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The April Witch by Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

Notes: trade paperback, 2 identical copies one copy Signed by Lizzy Albright
Deposit/Gift Provenance: both copies, Touponse deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Time Intervening by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

Includes: The Homecoming by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Includes: Pillar of Fire by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, formerly titled The Midnight People (1970)
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

Includes: It Came from Outer Space and The Martian Chronicles by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

Includes: Doodad by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit
  Notes: mass market paperback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

  Includes: *The Veldt* by Ray Bradbury
  Notes: hardback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

  Includes: *And This Did Dante Do* [POEM] by Ray Bradbury
  Notes: mass market paperback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

  Notes: mass market paperback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

  Notes: mass market paperback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

  Notes: mass market paperback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

  Notes: mass market paperback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

  Notes: hardback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

  Includes: *The Crowd* by Ray Bradbury
  Notes: trade paperback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

  Notes: hardback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

  Notes: trade paperback
  Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Zero Hour by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Toupance deposit

Includes: Zero Hour by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Barrett deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The Whole Town’s Sleeping by Ray Bradbury
Notes: small hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Here There Be Tygers by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Here There Be Tygers by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback; 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Miller gift; 1 copy, Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Here There Be Tygers by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The Vacation* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Weiss gift
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *A Sound of Thunder* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback; 2 copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Albright Gift; 1 copy, Toupance deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The Other Foot, The Veldt* and *Here There Be Tygers* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The Illustrated Man* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
**Includes:** *The Lost City of Mars* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponse deposit  
**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**  
**Includes:** *The Jar* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponse deposit

**Includes:** *To the Future* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponse deposit

**Includes:** *To the Future* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**Includes:** *The October Game* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Albright Gift

**Includes:** *The October Game* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponse deposit

**Includes:** *The Whole Town’s Sleeping* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponse deposit

**Includes:** *The Night* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** mass market paperback; New Dell edition, previous Dell edition: #367
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Miller Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The October Game* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Illustrated Man* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

Note: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Reincarnate* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *All Summer in a Day* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Veldt* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, adds eight stories to Masters Choice 1, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: both copies, Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Veldt* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, Cover spells editor’s first name: “Lawrence”, all other instances it is spelled: “Laurence”
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *Exorcism* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The Match*
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *Wondercopy* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The Other Foot* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: trade paperback
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Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Maiden* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Traveler* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *Interim* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback; 2 copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Fire Balloons* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Miller gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *Dark They Were and Golden-Eyed* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

*Includes:* excerpt from *Something Wicked This Way Comes* by Ray Bradbury

*Notes:* trade paperback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


*Includes:* *The Million-Year Picnic* by Ray Bradbury

*Notes:* mass market paperback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Scott Philotoff Gift


*Notes:* mass market paperback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Scott Philotoff Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


*Includes:* *The Black Ferris* by Ray Bradbury

*Notes:* mass market paperback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Albright Gift


*Notes:* mass market paperback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Toupance deposit


*Notes:* hardback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Eller deposit


*Notes:* hardback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Eller deposit


*Notes:* hardback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Eller deposit


*Notes:* hardback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Eller deposit


*Notes:* hardback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Eller deposit


*Notes:* hardback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Eller deposit


*Notes:* hardback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


*Includes:* *The Shape of Things* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright gift
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The Earth Men by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Mars is Heaven! By Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, 3 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 2 copies, Touponce deposit; 1 copy, Miller gift
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Marionettes, Inc. by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright gift
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The Meadow [PLAY] by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: “The Haunted Computers and the Android Pope” by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
   Notes: hardback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
   Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit
   Notes: mass market paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
   Notes: mass market paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
   Notes: mass market paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   Includes: *Lorelei of the Red Mist* by Ray Bradbury and Leigh Brackett
   Notes: mass market paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   Includes: *Lorelei of the Red Mist* by Ray Bradbury and Leigh Brackett
   Notes: mass market paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   Includes: *The Handler* by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: mass market paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
   Notes: mass market paperback
   Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**Notes**: mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit


**Notes**: mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *Zero Hour* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes**: trade paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit


**Notes**: mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *A Touch of Petulance* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes**: hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *The Exiles* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes**: mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *The Fog Horn* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes**: mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Albright gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *A Sound of Thunder* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes**: small hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Albright Gift


**Notes**: mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
*Includes:* *Homecoming* by Ray Bradbury
*Notes:* mass market paperback
*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Eller deposit

*Notes:* mass market paperback; 2 identical copies
*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

*Includes:* *Mars is Heaven!* by Ray Bradbury
*Notes:* mass market paperback
*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Eller deposit

*Notes:* mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

*Notes:* mass market paperback
*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Touponce deposit

*Notes:* mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

*Notes:* mass market paperback
*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

*Includes:* *The Shoreline at Sunset* by Ray Bradbury
*Notes:* mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

*Includes:* *A Serious Search for Weird Worlds* by Ray Bradbury
*Notes:* mass market paperback, 3 identical copies
*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Miller gift; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

*Notes:* mass market paperback
*Deposit/Gift Provenance:* Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**
   **Includes:** A Miracle of Rare Device by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

   **Includes:** Sun and Shadow by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** mass market paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback, 2 identical copies, 2 different covers
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** both copies, Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Includes: *A Miracle of Rare Device* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift
Includes: *A Miracle of Rare Device* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Includes: *A Miracle of Rare Device* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Includes: *A Miracle of Rare Device* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies

Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit
Includes: *The Naming of Names* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Includes: *The Exiles* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The Highway* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Includes: *Christus Apollo* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Scott Philotoff Gift

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
   Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
   Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Scott Philotoff

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   Includes: *The Piper* by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   Includes: *Luana the Living* by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   Includes: *Lorelei of the Red Mist* by Leigh Brackett and Ray Bradbury
   Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   Includes: *Payment in Full* by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Miller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   Includes: *Changeling* by Ray Bradbury
   Notes: mass market paperback, 4 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Miller gift; 2 copies, Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
  
  **Includes:** *The Blue Bottle* by Ray Bradbury
  
  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


  
  **Includes:** *The Lost City of Mars* by Ray Bradbury
  
  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


  
  **Includes:** *I, Mars* by Ray Bradbury
  
  **Notes:** mass market paperback, Signed by William F. Nolan, 3 copies
  
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 1 copy, (signed) Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponse deposit; 1 copy, Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


  
  **Includes:** *Some of My Best Friends are Martians*... by Ray Bradbury
  
  **Notes:** Signed by both editors; hardback
  
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** William F. Nolan gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


  
  **Includes:** *The Fireman* by Ray Bradbury
  
  **Notes:** mass market paperback, 2 copies
  
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponse deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


  
  **Includes:** *Pilgrimage* by Ray Bradbury
  
  **Notes:** signed; mass market paperback
  
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


  
  **Includes:** *The Candy Skull* by Ray Bradbury
  
  **Notes:** mass market paperback
  
  **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponse deposit


  
  **Notes:** mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *It Burns Me Up!* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *The Veldt* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *There Will Come Soft Rains* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Barrett deposit


**Notes:** mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *The Veldt* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** Trade Paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *There Will Come Soft Rains* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** hardback; 2 copies

Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Albright Gift; 1 copy, Toupance deposit


**Notes:** hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes:** *The Whole Town’s Sleeping* and *At Midnight, in the Month of June* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:** trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   *Includes*: *Kaleidoscope* and *To the Chicago Abyss* by Ray Bradbury
   *Notes*: mass market paperback
   *Deposit/Gift Provenance*: Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   *Includes*: *The Town Where No One Got Off* by Ray Bradbury
   *Notes*: hardback
   *Deposit/Gift Provenance*: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   *Includes*: *August 2002: Night Meeting* by Ray Bradbury
   *Notes*: trade paperback
   *Deposit/Gift Provenance*: Barrett deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   *Includes*: *August 2002: Night Meeting* by Ray Bradbury
   *Notes*: trade paperback
   *Deposit/Gift Provenance*: Barrett deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   *Includes*: *Subterfuge* by Ray Bradbury
   *Notes*: hardback
   *Deposit/Gift Provenance*: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   *Includes*: *There Will Come Soft Rains* by Ray Bradbury
   *Notes*: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
   *Deposit/Gift Provenance*: both copies, Touponce deposit

   *Notes*: hardback
   *Deposit/Gift Provenance*: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
   *Includes*: *Come into My Cellar* by Ray Bradbury
   *Notes*: hardback
   *Deposit/Gift Provenance*: Eller deposit

   *Notes*: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
   *Deposit/Gift Provenance*: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The City* and *The Million-Year Picnic* and *All Summer in a Day* and *There Will Come Soft Rains* and *The Affluence of Despair* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies (one missing title page and publisher info)
Deposit/Gift Provenance: both copies, Toupance deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *A Scent of Sarsaparilla* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Miller gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Includes: *The Strawberry Window* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**

Include: *The Strawberry Window* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit


Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit


Notes: mass market paperback, 2 identical copies

Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit


Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


Includes: *The Million-Year Picnic* by Ray Bradbury

Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit


Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit


Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


Includes: *The Million-Year Picnic* by Ray Bradbury

Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit


Notes: Printed in Great Britain

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


Includes: *The Love Affair* by Ray Bradbury

Notes: trade paperback, 2 identical copies

Deposit/Gift Provenance: both copies, Touponce deposit


Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit


Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The City by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Dandelion Wine by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED WITH INTRODUCTIONS (DEDICATION)
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED WITH TEXTBOOKS
Includes: There Will Come Soft Rains by RB
Notes: trade paperback; Foreword by Jack Williamson; dedicated to Ray Bradbury
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: “A Sound of Thunder” and “The Smile” by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The Small Assassin by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: I See You Never by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Barrett deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Hail and Farewell to Grandma by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *The Pedestrian* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: trade paperback. Originally published as *Robert Silverberg’s Worlds of Wonder*
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *Mars is Heaven!* By Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSTLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Mars is Heaven! By Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Joe Kaposta Gift
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Homecoming by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Homecoming by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback (First published in USA as The Fantasy Hall of Fame; First published in UK as The Mammoth Book of Fantasy All-Time Greats)
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Kaleidoscope by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Joe Kaposta Gift
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The Small Assassin by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback; 2 copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Toupance deposit; 1 copy, Albright Gift
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: “The Emissary” by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: To Make a Long Story Much Shorter and Skeleton by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The Town Where No One Got Off by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The Homecoming by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 2 identical copies; 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Kaposta deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The Dwarf by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback, two copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: one copy, Albright Gift, one copy, Touponse deposit
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponse deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
ISBN: 978-0-88486-466-0.
Includes: Bless Me, Father, for I Have Sinned by Ray Bradbury
Notes: Hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Hail and Farewell by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Zero Hour by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback, 2 copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: both copies, Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: Small Assassin by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED WITH ARTICLES
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED WITH BOOKS ABOUT
THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED WITH AUDIO/VISUAL
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: The Lost City of Mars by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
Includes: *A Sound of Thunder*
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *The Pedestrian* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *The Wilderness* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback, 2 identical copies
Deposit/Gift Provenance: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *The Emissary* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Scott Philotoff Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *The Crowd* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: Trade Paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *The Other Foot* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY AND TEXTBOOKS

Includes: *The Joy of Writing* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: trade paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY

Includes: *The Fire Balloons* by Ray Bradbury
Notes: hardback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY


Includes: *There Will Come Soft Rains* by Ray Bradbury

Notes: trade paperback (textbook size) – Complimentary professional copy

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit


Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit


Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit


Includes: *Zero Hour* and *Million Year Picnic* by Ray Bradbury

Notes: mass market paperback; Includes a map of the “Million Year Picnic” on back cover

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Miller gift


Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit


Includes: *Long After Ecclesiastes* by Ray Bradbury

Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift


Includes: *Of Absence, Darkness, Death: Things Which Are Not* [POEM] by Ray Bradbury

Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift


Notes: trade paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupance deposit

THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY
**Includes:** *The Veld* by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:**  

**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponses deposit  

**Notes:** trade paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponses deposit  

**Notes:** hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: mass market paperback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback

Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit
Notes: hardback
**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit  

**Notes:** hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit  

**Notes:** hardback; 2 identical copies  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit  

**Notes:** hardback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** mass market paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit  

**Notes:** mass market paperback, 3 identical copies  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 2 copies, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit  

**Notes:** mass market paperback, 2 identical copies  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit  

**Notes:** mass market paperback, 2 identical copies  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponce deposit

**Notes**: hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit


**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponse deposit


**Notes**: hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit


**Notes**: hardback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit


**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponse deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY**


**Includes**: *All Summer in a Day* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Albright Gift

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN ANTHOLOGIES WITH RAY BRADBURY AND INTRODUCTIONS**


**Includes**: Introduction (“The Turkey that Attacked New York”) and *The Fog Horn* by Ray Bradbury

**Notes**: hardback; 2 identical copies

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: 1 copy, Eller deposit; 1 copy, Touponse deposit


**Notes**: trade paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponse deposit


**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponse deposit


**Notes**: mass market paperback

**Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Touponse deposit

Notes: mass market paperback
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Toupence deposit